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Transition from diffusing to dynamic light scattering in solutions
of monodisperse polystyrene spheres

Matthew F. Clapper, Joseph S. Collura, Daniel Harrison,* and Michael R. Fisch
Department of Physics, John Carroll University, University Heights, Ohio 44118

~Received 12 March 1998; revised manuscript received 8 October 1998!

Light scattering in the backscattering geometry, and transmission measurements are used to size monodis-
perse spherical particles in solutions. The concentration of spheres spans the scattering to range from single
scattering to very highly multiple scattering. These experiments were performed by varying volume fractions
of polystyrene latex spheres of nominal diameter 0.136 and 1.015mm. Transmission measurements were
performed as a function of particle size, volume fraction, and sample thickness with a spectrophotometer
equipped with an integrating sphere. The data show that for thin samples the percent transmission is nearly
independent of particle size and depends only onL/ l * , the ratio of the sample thicknessL to the transport
mean free pathl * . By fitting the autocorrelation functions of samples obtained from known sphere sizes to a
generalized cumulants model, which describes both the highly multiple scattering regime and the singly
scattering regime, parameters were found that allow particle sizes to be determined over a wide range of
scattering strengths. For samples of unknown size, this method can size monodisperse spherical particles in
highly scattering solutions to better than 10%.
@S1063-651X~99!14302-2#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.Bs, 42.25.Fx, 78.35.1c, 78.20.Ci
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past 10–15 years, diffusing wave spectrosco
DWS, a technique for measuring the size of particles
samples that are highly scattering has been develo
@1–10#. DWS works in the regime where photons are sc
tered many, many times before being detected. The ana
of intensity-intensity autocorelation functions,G2(t)
[^I (t8)I (t81t)& in this case is based on two fundamen
approximations. The first approximation assumes that du
the very large number of scattering events, the photon p
may be described as a random walk. It neglects interfere
effects of the light, assuming that the scattering is not
strong as to approach the localization of light due to rand
scattering, and assumes that the light diffuses through
sample@11#. The diffusion approximation makes it possib
to calculate the distribution of paths taken by photo
through the medium, allowing the dynamics of the mediu
to be treated by statistical calculations. The second appr
mation assumes that individual scattering events can be
placed by an average scattering event. Then using the d
sion approximation the total path length and the numbe
average scattering events are found. There are two com
experimental geometries used for such experiments, tr
mission and backscattering. Of these two, backscatterin
better suited to particle sizing because the transport m
free pathl * need not be determined independently to anal
the autocorrelation function.

The goal of the experiments described in this article w
to develop a method of sizing nearly monodisperse sphe
particles over a wide range of scattering strengths, from
strongly multiply scattering to the approximately singly sc

*Also at Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve Uni
sity, Cleveland, OH 44106.
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tering regime. This goal was achieved by a combination
quasielastic light scattering spectroscopy in the backsca
ing geometry and transmission measurements which w
used to determine the transport mean free pathl * . The mod-
eled time dependence of the measured autocorrelation f
tions contained several parameters that are functions ofl * /L,
whereL is the sample length, or as will be demonstrated
function of the fraction of light transmitted through th
sample, but not the mean size of the spheres. These ex
ments extend in a different direction the diffuse-transmiss
spectroscopy experiments of Kaplanet al. @12#.

II. THEORY

A. Multiple light scattering

Multiple light scattering has been and continues to be
great theoretical and practical interest. The literature in t
field is spread over a wide range of disciplines includi
astrophysics, biomedical imaging, and atmospheric scie
to name a few. Thus, it is difficult to be comprehensi
in one’s reference to the literature. An introductory r
view is provided by Bohren@13#. The monographs by
Chandrasekhar@14#, van de Hulst@15#, and Ishimaru@16# all
discuss the theory in great detail. van de Hulst’s two volu
monograph is particularly useful in the present context
cause it contains a great many tables. This problem contin
to be of great interest as recent work by Kolinkoet al. @17#,
Bailey and Cannell@18#, and Stark and Lubensky@19# indi-
cate. However, all of these monographs and articles indic
that multiple light scattering calculations are difficult, com
putationally intensive, and time consuming. For this reas
our experimental results on the total light scattered will
compared to the tables in van de Hulst@20#.

The following approximate approach is used in t
present work. Since the particles are essentially mono
perse polystyrene spheres, a very dilute solution of the p
r-
3631 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ticles was sized using both quasielastic and static light s
tering techniques. The quasielastic light scattering data w
taken at a scattering angle of 90° and the static light sca
ing data was taken at 1° intervals between 20 and 138°.
quasielastic light scattering data was fit to a third-order
mulants fit@21# and the static light scattering data fit to Mie
theory@22#. In this later calculation the indices of refractio
of water and polystyrene were taken from Kerker@23#. The
sizes measured by dynamic and static light scattering w
consistent with those on the bottle and were also consis
with the stated polydispersity.

On the basis of these results and upon the assumptio
nonabsorbing spheres@22# the extinction cross sectionCext,
scattering cross sectionCsca, and efficiency of radiation
pressure cross sectionCpr , were calculated~in the present
case we assume no absorption so thatCext5Csca!;

Cpr5Cext2Cscâ cos~u!&, ~1!

where ^cos~u!& @22# is the asymmetry parameter which is
measure of how much of the scattered light is scatte
nonisotropically. That is,̂cos(u)& is zero for isotropic scat-
tering, greater than zero for excess scattering in the forw
direction and less than zero for scattering predominantly
rected backwards.

Systems which scatter light strongly are characterized
two lengths that are obtained from these cross sections.
scattering mean free pathl, which measures the average d
tance a photon travels before scattering, and the trans
mean free pathl * , which measures the distance beyo
which the direction of propagation of the photon is rando
ized. These are related to the above cross sections as foll

l 5
1

nCsca~12H !
, ~2!

l * 5
l

~12^cos~u!&!~12H !
, ~3!

wheren is the number of spheres per unit volume andH is
the volume fraction of spheres@16#.

The scattering cross section of the spheres used in
present study are rather complex functions of the scatte
angle. Following van de Hulst@20#, the actual scattering
cross section was replaced by a simpler one. This is base
the fact that the two characteristics of the single scatte
are its albedo~defined as the ratio of the scattering cro
section to the total or extinction cross section! and the asym-
metry parameter,g[^cos(u)&. A simple phase function tha
is often used is the Henyey-Greenstein~HG! function
@15,16#. The phase function is related to the scattering cr
section throughCsca5Cext ~phase function!. The asymmetry
parameter of the HG phase function isg, and the extinction
cross section can be calculated from the Mie theory, thus
function can be used to at least roughly approximate
more complex Mie result. The next approximation was fi
noted by van de Hulst. This approximation states that
nonabsorbing particles the fraction of an infinite plane wa
that is transmitted through a sample of optical thickness
approximately a universal function ofl * . In fact, this is veri-
fied by both his numerical calculations@20# and the experi-
ments discussed later in this paper. This observation all
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one to determinel * from the transmitted intensity in the
weakly scattering regime, the intermediate regime and
multiple scattering regime. As will be shown later the tran
port mean free path length is an important parameter in
description of the quasielastically scattered light, and will
used as an independent variable in the formal descriptio
our results.

B. Quasielastic light scattering

Since detailed derivations of all of the theoretical form
which will be discussed are in the literature@25–29#, this
section will simply summarize the important results. T
autocorrelation function of light scattered from a dilu
weakly scattering solution of particles, which has a fai
narrow distribution of sizes, may be analyzed using
method of cumulants. This technique is widely discuss
and was first described by Koppel@21#. In this model the
normalized autocorrelation function is described by the f
lowing function:

g2~ t !5
~G2~ t !2^I &2!

^I &2
'A exp~2K1t11/2K2t21¯ !,

~4!

where g2(t) is the experimentally determined normalize
correlation function,A is its amplitude~which is very close
to 1.00!, K152^D&q2, where^D& is the mean diffusion co-
efficient of the particles,q is the scattering vector,q
54pn/l sin(u/2), wheren is the index of refraction of the
solution,l the vacuum wavelength of the incident light, an
K2 is related to the width of the particle distribution functio
Using the obtained~through fitting! value of K1 and the
Stokes-Einstein relation@26#, the particle size can then b
found.

In highly multiple scattering theory, different approxima
tions are made but again the final goal in particle sizing is
fit the autocorrelation function and relate the coefficients
ambiguously to the particle size. Here a number of appro
mations are necessary. Pine and Weitz@10# describe a rela-
tively simple model that fits data obtained in th
backscattering geometry. The actual situation may be m
complex than their simple form would indicate. See, for e
ample, MacKintosh and John@30#, Durian @31,32#, Stephen
and Cwilich @33#, Stephen@34#, Maret and Wolf@35#, and
Edrei and Kaveh@36#.

In the multiple scattering region, experimentally dete
mined normalized correlation functions are well fitted to
cumulants expansion of the form used by Fraden and M
@3#:

g2~ t !5A expS 22gA6t

t
1ctD , ~5!

whereA is a constant,g is a fitting parameter which will be
discussed in greater detail below,t is the single back scat
tering time,t5(1/̂ D&)(2pn/l)2, andc is a constant. In the
present study we need a theoretical model that will allow
broad range of autocorrelation functions from those desc
ing dilute weakly scattering samples to multiple scatter
without anya priori knowledge of the sample. In order t
analyze correlation functions obtained over a broad rang
concentrations without changing the theoretical form,
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combined the dilute cumulant form, Eq.~4!, and the multiple
scattering cumulant form, Eq.~5!, to produce the following
empirical model forg2(t):

g2~ t !5A exp~2 fAt1ct2dt2!, ~6!

whereA, c, d, and f are all constants. When applying th
form to highly multiple scattering samples one would anti
pateuc/ f 2u,1, andd to be negligible, while for very weakly
scattering samplesuc/ f 2u@1 and ud/ f 2u,1. These expecta
tions are experimentally verified.

When correlation functions from highly multiple scatte
ing samples are analyzed using Eq.~6! the fitting parameterf
can be combined with the theoretically predictedt to deter-
mine the coefficientg. By simultaneously looking at Eq~5!
and Eq.~6! and comparing like coefficients oftn we obtain

f 52gA6

t
. ~7!

Later we will experimentally show thatg is independent of
particle size and apparently a function of onlyl * , as pre-
dicted. Thus, knowingg Eq. ~7! may be solved fort and the
particle size determined.

In the weakly scattering limit, comparison of Eq.~4! and
Eq. ~6! allows one to show thatc52Dq2. Thus, once more
particle size may be determined as when using Eq.~6!. In
principle and in practice, the ratio of the two coefficientsc
andd may be used to determine the ‘‘polydispersity para
eter.’’ In general, a fourth termK3t3 must be added to Eq
~4! when this is done. For this reason the polydispersity w
not explicitly calculated even for weakly scattering sampl

An alternate approach to the evaluation of autocorrela
functions obtained from a wide range of scattering streng
is given by Koňák et al. @37# and Štěpánek @38#. Štěpánek’s
quasielastic light scattering experiment was conducted
number of scattering angles rather than at one fixed a
near 180° as in the present experiment. His analysis indic
that at very small volume fractions of polystyrene spher
there is one unimodal range of decay times. In an interm
ate range of volume fractions~and hence scatterin
strengths! a bimodal distribution occurs with the secon
component occurring at faster times than the component
served in more dilute solutions. At high concentrations o
this faster mode is observed. In the present context a sim
model can be formed in which the two cumulant forms@Eqs.
~4! and ~5!# are added:

g2~ t !5~Afe
~2 fAt2ct!1As e~2dt1gt2!!21b, ~8!

whereAf is the amplitude of the fast mode,As the amplitude
of the slow mode,b is the optional background fitting param
eter, andf, c, d, and g are fitting parameters that will b
related to the particle size as discussed above.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Two experimental apparatus were used in this resea
The first was a commercial Perkin-Elmer Lambda–40P sp
trophotometer with a Labsphere RSA-PE-20 integrat
sphere that was used to measure the total transmission~dif-
fusely scattered plus direct! as a function of wavelength. Th
-
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transmission was measured for samples of mass fractionM,
531025<M<0.1 for the 0.126-mm spheres and 2
31025<M<0.1 for the 0.966-mm spheres. The mass frac
tion was converted to number of particles per unit volumen.
The transport mean free pathl * was calculated using Eq.~3!.
This allowed the transmission to be evaluated as a funct
of the dimensionless parameterL/ l * .

A typical procedure for transmission measurements co
sisted of measuring the transmission for several path leng
One of the approximations of the theory is that the scatter
layer must be very wide compared to the optical thickne
Thus, strongly scattering samples in thick~1-cm! sample
holders would not work well, while in weakly scatterin
samples such sample holders were preferred.

The relevant components of the backscattering appara
shown schematically in Fig. 1, are the laser and polarizat
optics, a pellicle beamsplitter, sample oven, collection opt
and photomultiplier tube, and 64-channel correlator inte
faced to a computer. This is the standard 45° beam-spli
geometry often used for coherent back scattering meas
ments@39#. The laser is a Spectra-Physics 60-mW Helium
Neon laser, with output wavelength of 632.8 nm. This pow
is sufficient for the present experiments and did not inadve
ently heat the sample. Due to space constraints a mirro
used to redirect the beam 90° from its initial direction an
along the subsequent optical beam line. Immediately follo
ing the mirror along the beampath is a1

2 wave plate in a
rotation stage followed by a Glan-Thompson polarizer o
ented to pass vertically polarized light. The1

2 wave plate-
polarizer combination provides a continuous attenuator
the intensity while preserving vertical polarization of th
light incident on the sample@40#. This variable attenuator is
followed by an iris that helps to remove stray light near th
circumference of the beam.

Following the iris, a 1-in. pellicle beamsplitter is kine
matically mounted and positioned at a 45° angle to the in
dent beam so it can transmit the beam to the sample stag
well as reflect backscattered radiation from the sample to
collection optics and photomultiplier tube~PMT!. The
sample oven is a brass cylinder with a square hole, desig
to hold a standard 1 cm~inside thickness! square cuvette,

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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aligned parallel to the oven’s long axis. In order to allow t
beam to irradiate the sample and scattered light to be
lected, a semicylindrical wedge was machined out of
oven. Finally, a small hole is drilled through the back of t
oven to allow transmitted light to pass through the sam
stage. The cuvette is rotated so that the reflected bea
translated off the incident beampath since only the backs
tered signal is needed.

There are two beamstops in the apparatus. These are
to minimize any unwanted light being reflected off surfac
and back into the beampath. Finally, the collection opt
consist of a focusing lens, a PMT and another Gla
Thompson polarizer oriented parallel to the previous po
izer. The PMT is a Malvern Instruments photomultiplier tu
and preamplifier removed from a Zetasizer I and modified
hold a focusing lens and iris. Further details are availa
elsewhere@41#.

The samples, obtained from Duke Scientific Corporati
were polystyrene latex spheres of nominal mean diam
0.126 and 0.966mm. The samples were prepared in the fo
lowing manner. First, the sample stock was placed into
ultrasonic cleaner to help break up any aggregated part
and then gently stirred to prevent foaming as was reco
mended by Duke Scientific. No other filtration process w
used on the stock sample. The water used to dilute the o
nal sample was obtained from a Millipore Milli-RO wate
purification system which produced water of resistivity up
0.2 MV cm. The water was filtered with a 0.2-mm inorganic
membrane filter before combining it with the polystyre
sample. All quartz cuvettes were flushed with clean wa
many times to remove excess material after each run.
cuvettes were then flushed with toluene to dissolve
trapped polystyrene, rinsed with acetone and then finally
anol before air drying. All experiments were conducted
room temperature, and the temperature was recorded
each sample run. The autocorrelation functions were a
lyzed using the method of Harrison and Fisch@42#.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Quasielastic and static light scattering measurements w
used to measure the size of the polystyrene sphere-w
samples. The mean diameter of the two different size sph
used were 136 and 1015 nm. The smaller size is la
enough to give multiple scattering at the concentration s
plied by the manufacturer, yet still had an asymmetry para
eterg very close to zero. Actual calculation yield the valu
g50.03 for the 136-nm-diam spheres. The value ofg for the
1015-nm spheres is approximately 0.88, which is very cl
to the maximum value obtainable in nonabsorbing sphe
@24#. These measured size values were used in all calc
tions that included the particle size. The percent transmis
was measured in the Lambda-40P spectrometer at w
lengths between 400 and 900 nm. From this data the valu
the percent transmission at 633 nm was obtained. This w
length was chosen because it is the wavelength of the l
used in the quasielastic light scattering studies. From
calculated scattering cross section of monodisperse sph
of the appropriate diameter and for a wavelength of 633
and the known values ofn, the number of spheres per un
volume, and the asymmetry factor,g, the transport mean fre
path was calculated using Eq.~3!. The resulting graph of
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percent transmission versus the dimensionless param
L/ l * is shown in Fig. 2.

To obtain the percent transmitted shown in this figure
following procedure was followed. First, the percent of lig
transmitted was measured for several values ofL but differ-
ent l * such thatL/ l * was constant. Semilogarithmic graph
of percent light transmitted versusL at a wavelength of 633
nm were constructed. These graphs were typically very
ear. On the basis of this linear behavior the percentage
light transmitted was extrapolated toL→0. The percent
transmitted atL→0 was used because the theory assum
that the beam irradiating the sample is infinite compared
the thickness of the sample. Clearly this procedure was
portant for very strongly scattering samples; however,
perimentally the effect was very small for weakly scatteri
samples. The two dashed curves on this graph are
Henyey-Greenstein model prediction based on radia
transfer theory@24#, for both spheres. Notice that there is n
perfect agreement between the two model curves. Howe
the experimental data is in good agreement with the mo
predictions. This graph shows that the dependence of
percent transmission onL/ l * is independent of both the
asymmetry parameter of the particle and, more significan
the particle size. The significance of this result is that it
lows the value ofl * of suspensions of monodisperse sphe
in the range studied to be experimentally determined sim
by measuring the total transmission of light through t
sample of thickness knownL.

The quasielastic light scattering data was analyzed us
the single cumulant model, Eq.~6! and the sum of cumulan
model, Eq.~8!. The resulting chi-squares of both of the fi
were analyzed at each concentration using theF test @43#.
The results of this test indicate that both models fit to
data are equally acceptable in the difficult to analyze mid
region where both single and some multiple scattering ex
The sum of cumulants model, Eq.~8! yields somewhat bette
x2 at both the highly multiple scattering and the very weak
scattering limits. However, the fits to the single cumula
model form an overall better picture. That is to say, the
havior ofg and the ratio of the predicted single decay time
the fitted decay time vary much more systematically withl *
in this type of fit.

The fitted parameters from the single cumulant fit to t
intensity autocorrelation functions, and the particle size
dependently determined in very dilute solutions were use

FIG. 2. Percent transmission as a function ofL/ l * . The solid
curve is the prediction forg50.875 and the dashed curve the pr
diction for g50. Squares and stars are experimental data:h, 0.136-
mm-diam spheres;., 1.015-mm-diam spheres.
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calculate g, and the ratio of the diffusion coefficien
Dexp/Ddilute. In this last expressionDexp is the diffusion co-
efficient determined from the coefficient of the linear term
time in the cumulant fit andDdilute is the diffusion coefficient
determined in very dilute solutions at a scattering angle
90°, and calculated using the measured size and the Sto
Einstein equation. These two parameters, obtained from
ting backscattering geometry correlation functions appea
to be systematic functions of the function of transport me
free path,l * /L. Figure 3 is a graph ofg andDexp/Ddilute as a
function of l * /L calculated using Eq.~3!. In the highly mul-
tiple scattering regimeg ranges between 1.26 and 0.75, a
decreases with increasingl * /L throughout this region. The
values of the ratio of diffusion coefficients approaches on
approximately the same value ofl * /L at whichg falls below
approximately 0.4.

It is important to observe that this theoretical form pr
vides a smooth transition between the highly multiple sc
tering and the single scattering regimes for both sizes
spheres, allowing almost any solution of monodispe
spheres within this region to be sized. For very large val
of l * /L the parameters of the fit indicate that in the mod
the coefficientf is very small and the data is very well rep
resented by Eq.~4!, as expected. For small values ofl * /L the
parameters are such that the linear term is a small correc
to theAt term and the data could just as easily be fit us
Eq. ~5! with c[0.

The analysis based on the sum of two exponentials,
~8! also fits rather well. However, not surprisingly the fittin
parameters are somewhat different than in the fits to a si
cumulants functional form. Once more theg needed to fit the
data is a function ofl * /L. In this case the value ofg ob-
tained for the two different sizes are very different. It is n
clear that there is a single systematic relationship betweeg
and l * /L except at largel * /L whereg approaches zero. Th
situation with the diffusion coefficient is equally problem
atic. For instance, even in very dilute solutions whe
Dexp/Ddilute should approach one, the data is systematic
high by 20% or more and rather noisy. Thus, this does
appear to be a good model for determining particle siz
These results are shown in Fig. 4.

In order to test the conclusion that there was a sin
empirical relationship between bothg and Dexp/Ddilute and
l * /L two samples were prepared. Both were of mass frac

FIG. 3. Dexp/Ddilute andg as a function ofl * /L for the modified
cumulant fit. The solid line in the top panel corresponds toDexp

5Ddilute. The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 2.
f
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M50.1. The nominal diameters of the spheres were 0.
and 0.724mm, respectively. The concentration was chosen
be clearly not highly multiple scattering and yet not so dilu
to be single scattering either. The percent transmission
each sample was approximately 70% through a 1-mm
vette. Using the data summarized in Fig. 3,g is expected to
be very close to zero and the coefficient of the linear term
time in the fit should equalDq2, whereD is the diffusion
coefficient of the particles the particles andq is the back-
scattering wave vector. Using these ideas the diffusion co
ficient for the 0.325-mm sample was calculated to be 1.2
31028 cm2/s. Using the Stokes-Einstein equation, the cor
sponding size was calculated to be 0.40mm. The diffusion
coefficient for the 0.724-mm sample was calculated to
6.9531029 cm2/s. The size of the particles was calculated
be 0.725mm. The error in the smaller particles was mu
greater than that of the larger particles, however,
0.325-mm stock sample had a previous tendency to agg
gate, which is consistent with this larger experimentally d
termined size.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate method to size spherical, monodisperse,
ticles ranging from the single scattering regime through
very highly multiple scattering regime has been develop
and tested. This method does not require any special ins
mentation other than standard light scattering apparatu
the backscattering geometry. Two models, an empir
modified cumulants form given by Eq.~6!, and a model sug-
gested by Sˇtěpánek, which is essentially a sum of cumulan
given by Eq. ~8!, have been evaluated and found to a
equately represent the data. The modified cumulants m
has been shown from our analysis to obtain more physic
reasonable results although, from a data fitting perspec
the sum of cumulants is equally good. Applications of th
technique will allow evaluation of particle sizing in ligh
scattering experiments at almost almost any concentratio
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FIG. 4. Dexp/Ddilute andg as a function ofl * /L for the sum of
cumulant fits. The solid line and symbols have the same meanin
in Fig. 3.
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